A novel inverse simulation scheme is proposed for applications to rotorcraft dynamic models. The algorithm adopts an architecture which closely resembles that of a model predictive control scheme, where the controlled plant is represented by a high-order helicopter model. A fast solution of the inverse simulation step is obtained on the basis of a lower-order, simplified model. The resulting control action is then propagated forward in time using the more complex one. The algorithm compensates for discrepancies between the models by updating initial conditions for the inverse simulation step and introducing a simple guidance scheme in the definition of the tracked output variables.
The scope of this paper is to present a novel method for solving inverse simulation problems for rotorcraft motion, where the control action that successfully tracks a prescribed trajectory is determined on the basis of a low-order simplified model and then implemented on a high order, more accurate one. Helicopter inverse simulation [1] has been an active topic of research since its first development over two decades ago, with the works of Thomson and Bradley [2] and Hess and
Gao [3] .
Inverse simulation (IS) can be used for systematically evaluating helicopter performance in manoeuvring flight and/or for an extensive analysis of handling qualities (HQ), as suggested in [1] .
Once a Manoeuvre Task Element (MTE) is chosen that fulfills a particular HQ requirement, the determination of a feasible control action that successfully tracks the desired trajectory by means of an IS algorithm indicates that the considered MTE lies within the manoeuvring envelope of the vehicle, at least in terms of limits on command travel, available power, maximum shaft torque, etc.
The solution of the inverse problem thus requires the determination of control inputs that allow a helicopter model to fly a specified manoeuvre. A wide plethora of methods for solving IS problems in flight mechanics has been considered in the past for both fixed-and rotary-wing aircraft. These methods can be grouped into three major categories: 1) differential methods [4] , suitable for nominal problems only, where the number of control inputs equals that of the tracked variables; 2) integration methods [5] , where the required control action is evaluated over a discrete time interval, with the possibility of solving redundant problems (e.g. by means of a local optimisation approach [6] ); and 3) global methods [7] , where the time-history of the control variables is determined over the whole duration of the tracked manoeuvre by means of a variational approach.
As underlined in Ref. [1] , the solution of the inverse problem is a task significantly more chal-lenging for the rotorcraft case than for a conventional airplane, especially when individual blade dynamics are incorporated in the model [8] . Moreover, the issues related to the presence of transmission zeros and non-minimum phase response affect rotorcraft dynamics more seriously than fixed-wing aircraft models [9] .
Among other approaches, one of the advantages of integration methods is represented by their capability of dealing with complex, high order mathematical models of the vehicle on the basis of a solution scheme that can be applied with only minor variations to dynamical models of various order and complexity, provided that the issue of unconstrained states is properly addressed. Although computational efficiency can be increased by application of a two-time-scale approach [9] , the shortterm behaviour of unconstrained states remains a major concern in performing inverse simulation of complex high order models.
Bagiev et al. [10] have shown that a modified scheme that includes a predictive step is able to provide more realistic solutions to the inverse simulation problem. Especially when dealing with aggressive manoeuvres, a baseline IS algorithm may predict values which exceed the physical limits of the real vehicle, such as mechanical limitations on control travel or control rates (based on hydraulic actuator stroke and other characteristics), limits on main and tail rotor torque, total required power or even structural limits of critical components. A predictive step is thus introduced in order to identify in advance if and when such limits are approached during a manoeuvre, so that the control task can be modified and turned into a feasible one. The use of a receding horizon for predicting violations of limits on vehicle performance and control travel paved the way to the derivation of a novel approach for inverse simulation, with an architecture that closely follows the structure of a Model Predictive Control scheme.
The use of Model Predictive Control (MPC) [11] in the aerospace field is not new. Several control techniques based on prediction schemes have been proposed in the literature [12] [13] [14] as a possible approach for the design of high performance controllers. The evaluation of the control law results from the solution of a finite horizon open-loop optimal control problem, using the current state of the plant as the initial state. The optimisation yields an optimal control sequence and the first control in this sequence is applied to the plant for a discrete time interval until the next control step, when the same procedure is repeated. Usually, the control objective is required to follow a user defined trajectory y(t) = y des (t), where y des (t) is the desired evolution for the components of the vector of tracked outputs. The optimisation problem is aimed at minimizing a stage cost based on the difference between real and desired output variables as well as on control activity during each time step plus a terminal cost evaluated at the end of the integration, that is, at time t F = t k + T (where T is the length of the receding horizon).
These applications are often developed for linear systems. As a first contribution, the algorithm proposed in this paper introduces a nonlinear MPC step for the solution of the inverse simulation problem for rotorcraft dynamics. A high-order rotorcraft model replaces the controlled plant, and its dynamics are driven by the precise and fast solution of a nonlinear inverse simulation problem over a given time horizon T . The complex model which needs to be analyzed is substituted in the inverse simulation step by a lower-order model that 1) requires a significantly shorter CPU time to solve the inverse problem and 2) is less sensitive to those problems that affect most IS schemes when applied to rotary-wings aircraft, such as non-minimum-phase response and the presence of uncontrolled dynamics [8, 9] . The control action evaluated for the low-order model is then propagated forward in time using the complex, high-order one.
The scheme proposed in the paper is based on a special case of the optimisation process, where a nominal MPC problem (such that the number of algebraic conditions on the final output matches the number of control problem unknowns) is stated in terms of constraints on the terminal state only. In particular, the increments of four output variables are required to be equal to their desired values at the end of the integration interval. A correction term, generated by means of a simple guidance scheme, is added to the desired output 1) to compensate for discrepancies between the desired output variables and their actual values obtained from the complex model at the end of the previous forward simulation step, 2) to prevent the models from drifting away from the prescribed flight path during unsteady manoeuvres, and 3) to asymptotically recover the correct airspeed, climb and turn rates during steady-state flight phases. An exchange of information on the values of control and (a possibly selected subset of) state variables between the two models is required.
In the present work, focused on the IS scheme, the possibility of preventing violations of con-straints by means of the predictive step is not included, as it is already presented and discussed in detail in Ref. [10] . The major contribution of this paper lies in the determination of a novel IS scheme that handles complex, high-order models at a computational cost only marginally higher than that necessary for solving the same IS problem based on a less reliable low-order model of the same vehicle. In this latter respect, one should note that the determination of the feasibility for a given test manoeuvre is demonstrated for the more accurate high-order model, which in turn allows for a more reliable assessment of vehicle performance limits and manoeuvring potential. This is a relevant feature, if IS is used for evaluating helicopter HQ [1] .
As an example, total required power provides one of the constraints for manoeuvre feasibility, as the required power should remain within acceptable limits (zero to maximum) during the entire manoeuvre. The manoeuvre can be made more demanding (e.g. by increasing the required displacement or turn rate), in order to identify vehicle performance limits for a particular configuration. This analysis can be performed on the pure baseline helicopter model, without the need of implementing stability augmentation systems used on the actual rotorcraft for improving flying qualities, when mild instabilities characterise its dynamic response to controls. In this respect, the IS algorithm acts as a feedback that can easily compensate for those unstable modes that lie within a bandwidth in the range of standard pilot tasks, such as phugoid or spiral modes at high speed or pendular modes at low speed and hover.
The inverse simulation scheme is presented in detail in the next section. Three aggressive manoeuvre examples, a hurdle-hop, a slalom, and a lateral reposition are then proposed and discussed in section III, where two different lower-order, simplified models are used for the inverse simulation step, thus demonstrating that the algorithm can accommodate various degrees of model complexity.
II. MPC Scheme for IS

A. Basic features of MPC
In order to highlight similarities between the IS scheme proposed in the present paper and the MPC approach, a few relevant features of MPC are briefly recalled. Details on MPC control approach can be found, among many other papers, in Ref. [11] . The plant to be controlled is assumed to be a continuous-time system, described by means of a set of n first-order ordinary differential equations in the formẋ
where x ∈ R n and u ∈ R m are state and control vectors, respectively. In the most general case, the cost function V is given by
where l [x(t), u(t)] and F [x(t + T )] are the stage and terminal costs respectively. T is the length of the prediction horizon over which the optimisation process is performed, often named the receding horizon. The constraints on states and controls are defined as x(t) ∈ X and u(t) ∈ U for all
, where X and U are the admissible state and control subsets, respectively. A terminal constraint set can be added to the problem formulation, defined as
where y(t + T ) is the objective function at the end of the receding horizon and Y is the admissible (or desired) output subset.
The control action is given by the solution of a finite-horizon open-loop optimal control problem defined by Eq. (2) for the system represented by Eq. (1), i.e. the minimization of the cost function V using the state of the plant at the current time t as the initial state. Even if the plant is described by a continuous-time model, the control u(t) is often determined in terms of a piecewise constant function, where the control sampling time is given by ∆t = T/N, with N usually between 3 and 10.
As a result, the control action evaluated by means of a MPC law is a discrete process, where the first element in the control sequence evaluated by means of the solution of the open-loop optimal control problem stated above is applied to the plant. The remaining terms are used as an initial guess in the following control step, when the same optimisation procedure is repeated. Depending on the complexity of the plant model and on the types of constraints, different techniques are used to solve the optimisation problem, which range from algebraic Riccati equations for linear (or locally linearised) models without constraints to complex numerical schemes when nonlinear models and constraints are considered [15] .
Comparing the proposed Inverse Simulation scheme to the general MPC problem, the controlled plant is substituted by a high-order helicopter model, whereas the plant model f (t, x, u) is given by a low order helicopter model. No stage or terminal cost is used in the present formulation of the IS scheme, where the problem is solved by enforcing a terminal constraint only. Finally, and differently from most MPC schemes, the control action u(t) is required to remain constant over the whole receding horizon T , but similarly to the general MPC problem the control sampling time ∆t is a fraction of T .
B. Models
The study is based on different high-and low-order models of the same helicopter, a Sikorsky UH-60 'Black Hawk.' Relevant data for the vehicle are reported in Table 1 . An individual blade model of this rotorcraft, based on Refs. [16] and [17] , is used as the reference model for the analysis, and it will be indicated as Model A. The fuselage's aerodynamic model is represented by a database of force and moment coefficients depending on aerodynamic angles α fus and β fus . The representation of the blade includes flap, lag, and dynamic twist degrees of freedom. The triangular inflow model for the main rotor is taken from Ref. [18] , whereas a simple uniform inflow model is considered for the tail rotor. The dynamics of the reference model are represented in terms of the evolution of a 37 element state vector, that can be partitioned as
T where x B = (u, v, w, p, q, r, φ, θ, ψ) T collects fuselage rigid body states, In compact form, the reference model is defined by a set of 37, time variant, nonlinear ordinary 
where the control vector u = (θ 0 , A 1s , B 1s , θ 0 T R ) T contains commands on main rotor collective, lateral and longitudinal cyclic pitch and tail rotor collective pitch, whereas Ψ is the rotor azimuth angle. A constant rotor angular speed is assumed, such that Ψ(t) = Ωt. Finally the reference model output vector y contains the output variables needed for guidance law and inverse simulation step.
The choice of a suitable set of output variables will be discussed later in this section.
Rutherford and Thomson [8] demonstrated that it is possible to solve an IS problem even for this class of helicopter models, but the solution is computationally demanding and numerically difficult.
If the model used for the inverse simulation step becomes significantly simpler than that used for forward simulation, considerable savings in terms of CPU time necessary for each IS step can be obtained compared to the solution of the inverse problem for the reference, high-order model.
In the present analysis a first simplified model (Model B) adopts a second order tip-pathplane (TPP) representation of main rotor blade flap motion. Linear aerodynamics is assumed for blade airfoil, which allows one to analytically derive average rotor loads transmitted to the fuselage [19] . 
T is the command vector andỹ is the output vector. Note that states, commands and outputs of the model used for the inverse simulation step are defined by symbols with a "tilde" in order to underline the fact that, in general, they may assume different values with respect to their counterparts in the reference models due to the difference in modelling level and tracking error of the output variables during the procedure.
The MPC-IS scheme is also tested by solving the IS step for a minimum-complexity model (Model C), where further simplifying assumptions are used in order to drop inflow states and some rotor variables [20] . In particular, main and tail rotor inflow is assumed uniform and quasi-steady.
The values for inflow non-dimensional velocity parameters, ν 0 and ν 0 T R , are determined at each time step by means of a simple iterative procedure based on momentum theory. The description of fuselage aerodynamics is based on parasite drag area, rather than the aerodynamic database used Note that a "hat" symbol is used for indicating Model C state and control variables, in order to denote their difference with respect to those used for Models A and B. The most important features of the three models are summarised in Table 2 . More details on the models and their characteristics can be found in the cited literature [16, 17, 19, 20] , together with the full sets of equations of motion that represent their dynamics.
C. Initial trim conditions and MPC-IS scheme initialization
All the manoeuvres dealt with in this paper start from a given flight condition either in hover or in forward flight. In order to start the MPC-IS algorithm it is thus necessary to provide both models with the correct initial trim condition. Model A, based on an individual blade approach, is inherently time variant and oscillations in every state variable are expected at a frequency equal to (or multiple of) blade rotational speed, Ω, assumed to be constant. As a consequence, trim conditions cannot be enforced in an algebraic way by simply setting to zero all state derivatives as with fixed wing aircraft. A periodic trim needs to be found by enforcing a periodicity condition on all the states in the form
for a constant value of the controls, u 0 . The values of control variables are chosen so as to determine (on average) a desired flight condition, defined in terms of airspeed, V , climb rate,ḣ, and heading angle, χ (or turn rate,ψ). The mean value of states over one rotor revolution
is used for defining the state variables at trim. Several techniques can be found in the literature for solving the problem of helicopter periodic trim. In particular harmonic balance, periodic shooting, and autopilot techniques have been proposed over the years and compared in Ref. [21] . In what follows, the symbols ∆u = u − u 0 indicate control variable increments with respect to the considered reference trim condition for Model A. Similarly, state vector increments for Model A are defined as
In − x In0 for rotor, fuselage and inflow states, respectively. Similar definitions hold for Models B (e.g. ∆ũ =ũ −ũ 0 ) and C (e.g.
∆x =x −x 0 ). Note that each model has a different vector of rotor states. This characteristic affects the IS scheme, and it will be discussed in detail in the following subsection.
D. Inverse simulation algorithm
The approach for the solution of the inverse problem is described in Fig. 1 . Three major blocks form the basis of the algorithm architecture. The forward simulation block performs the forward simulation of the reference Model A. The inverse simulation block evaluates the command increment ∆u that achieves a prescribed increment ∆y for the tracked output variables on the basis of either Model B or C. Finally, the guidance block generates the prescribed output increment ∆y = ∆y des + ∆y guid for the inverse simulation block, based on the desired trajectory y des (t), plus a correction ∆y guid that aims at limiting the drift between actual and desired output variables.
Details on how ∆y guid is generated are provided in subsection II G.
The nonlinear IS problem is solved by means of an integration algorithm. In a standard inverse simulation approach [23] , once a desired variation with time y des (t) of the output is prescribed (i.e. a manoeuvre profile like those required by ADS-33 specifications [24] ), helicopter equations of motion are integrated from an initial condition x I = x k at time t k over a time interval T for a piece-wise constant value u k of the control variables. The resulting value y F = g(x F ) of the output variables at time t F = t k + T can thus be represented in terms of a function
initial state x k and of the (unknown) constant control action, u k . The unknown control vector, u k , is evaluated iteratively by means of some suitable numerical approach (Newton-Raphson [23] , local optimisation [6] , etc.), until y F matches the desired output at the final time, y des (t F ). The control action is then propagated forward in time for only a fraction ∆t = T /N of the inverse simulation time interval [23] .
In this latter respect, a proper choice of the receding horizon T and time-step ∆t is crucial, in order to obtain adequate numerical performance and, at the same time, a feasible and reasonable inverse solution. The selection of T and N results from a trade-off between computational time and stability of the method. A short integration time may excite uncontrolled dynamics and lead to an unstable or highly oscillatory response of the system, both of which should be discarded as poor and/or impractical solutions of the inverse problem. The value of T must thus be sufficiently large, in order to allow non-minimum-phase response to settle down, but if N is large, large fractions of the time-history from the IS solution are dropped in the forward simulation step, and the computation time becomes obviously longer.
This approach is common practice in Model Predictive Control, as recalled above (see [11] The computational burden is reduced by solving the inverse problem on the basis of a lowerorder, simplified helicopter model. Some changes to the inverse simulation integration method are required in order to achieve robustness and improve tracking performance. Assuming that Model B is used for the inverse solution of vehicle motion, at every time step t k the inverse simulation block evaluates the control actionũ k , that achieves the desired variation ∆y = ∆y des + ∆y guid at the end of the IS step, that is, for t F = t k + T , where ∆y des = y des (t k + T ) − y des (t k ) and ∆y guid is proportional to the difference between the output variables of Model A at time t k and their desired values for the tracked trajectory at the same instant.
As in any other IS algorithm, the valueỹ F =g(x F ) of the output variables for the simplified model at time t F = t k + T depends on a known initial statex k at time t k and on the unknown control action,ũ k , assumed piece-wise constant. The value of the control increment ∆ũ =ũ k −ũ 0 is then passed to the forward simulation as command displacement from trim condition, assuming ∆u = ∆ũ. From the knowledge of the initial condition for state variables at time t k and controls at trim, u 0 , the forward simulator integrates the equations of motion for Model A, assuming a constant value of the control variables, u = u 0 + ∆u, over a time step equal to ∆t = T /N.
A perfectly analogous scheme is easily implemented if Model C is used instead of Model B in the IS block. Prior to implementing this IS scheme, a few issues need to be properly taken into account:
1) the choice of constrained output variables, 2) initialization of the IS step, and 3) definition of the guidance logic. The first issue is typical of all aeronautical applications of IS schemes, whereas the remaining two characterise the development of the MPC-based IS scheme.
E. IS problem constraints
If the helicopter is required to follow a prescribed trajectory, the flight task element can be enforced by setting as constraints at every time step either the inertial position, inertial velocity components, or inertial acceleration, as discussed in Ref. [2] . Choosing the acceleration components as constraints makes the problem numerically more stable, but at the same time it may lead to large drift from the desired trajectory, as the system integrates twice the error on the considered constraints, whereas setting the position as desired variables may lead to instability in the algorithm.
Inertial velocity components were thus chosen as the baseline desired output to be tracked by means of the inverse simulation technique. 
are evaluated by means of a centred finite-difference approach. An absolute termination tolerance ε = 10 −5 is used for stopping the algorithm when |∆y i − ∆ỹ i | ≤ ε for i = 1, . . . , m = p.
F. Initial conditions for IS step
Since a reduced order model (either B or C) is adopted for the IS step, both states ∆x (t k + ∆t) and output variables y (t k + ∆t) achieved at the end of the simulation step for Model A are (hopefully only slightly) different from their counterparts for the IS step, ∆x (t k + ∆t) andỹ (t k + ∆t), determined on the basis of a simplified model. These discrepancies need to be taken into account when the initial conditions for the simplified model at each initial time t k are defined and the control objectives for the IS step prescribed.
The ideal choice of settingx I = x k for Model B (orx I = x k , when Model C is adopted in the IS scheme) is ruled out by the fact that the two state vectors contain different sets of variables.
Moreover, some of the states would not be accessible to direct measurements, if the algorithm is implemented as an MPC controller for an actual vehicle, rather than an off-line inverse simulation method for a complex helicopter model. For this reason, the issue of state initialization for Models B (or C) at the beginning of every IS time step t k needs to be properly addressed.
For the inverse simulation step, the initialization of states must rely (at least partially) on the knowledge of the states of the reference model which is integrated forward in time, in order to prevent a drift between the two models and consequent loss of control when implementing the control action derived from the simplified model on the full-order one, which is flying the same trajectory for slightly different values of the common state variables. Two options are considered.
In the first option as much information as possible is passed from the complete model to the reduced order one. In what follows, this technique will be referred to as full state initialization, inasmuch as initial conditions for all the state variables of the simplified model are derived from the knowledge of the states for Model A at the end of the previous time-step. In particular, increments for fuselage and inflow variables are evaluated and the initial states for the inverse simulation step are given bỹ
where x B0 andx B0 are the values at trim of rigid body states for reference and inverse models, respectively, and x B (t k ) is the vector of rigid body states at the end of the previous forward integration step. Similarly x In0 andx In0 represent inflow states for the reference and inverse models, and x In (t k ) is the reference model inflow state at the end of the previous forward integration step.
As for rotor states, coning, longitudinal and lateral flapping coefficients at time t k are evaluated by means of multiblade coefficients [25] :
where N b is the number of blades. Provided that the time derivatives of multiblade coefficients can be analytically derived from Eq. (8), and letting β = β 0 ,β 0 , β c ,β c , β s ,β s T , the initial condition for rotor states is defined asx
A second option is also analyzed, based on the hypothesis that only rigid body states x B of the reference model are truly observable, as it would happen in a real-time application of the algorithm in the form of an actual MPC scheme. This technique will be referred to as partial state initialization in the sequel. In this case the same displacement of fuselage states from their values at trim is assumed for the initial condition at time t k of the simplified model, as prescribed by Eq. (6), whereas inflow and rotor states are not updated from the corresponding values obtained for Model A at the end of the previous forward integration interval. In this respect, inflow and rotor states are assumed as not observable and therefore they are initialised with the value achieved at the end of the last inverse simulation runx R/In (t k ) =x R/In (t k−1 + ∆t) for the simplified Model B.
Note that, when Model C is adopted in the IS block, an equivalent definition for its initial conditions at each time t k is easily derived by dropping inflow states and substituting the tilde with a hat. Also remember that, in this second case, first-order dynamics are assumed for flapping coefficients, so that, from the definition ofx R = (β 0 ,β 1c ,β 1s ) T , only the current values of multiblade coordinates derived from Eqs. (8) are needed, whereas their derivatives are no longer necessary. general not subject to direct measurement, and therefore no feedback of their actual value from the controlled plant could be provided to the inverse simulation model in a realistic scenario. At the same time, and more importantly in the present off-line inverse simulation framework, partial state initialization seriously challenges the robustness of the MPC-IS algorithm. This allows one to fully assess the capabilities of the method.
G. Desired output for IS (with a guidance scheme)
When a standard IS scheme is adopted, the same vehicle model is used for the solution of the inverse problem and forward propagation of the control action. The model follows the desired variation of the outputs, y des (t), whenever a successful inverse solution is obtained. This is no longer true for the MPC-IS scheme, where the output variables y (t k + ∆t) for Model A achieve different values compared to those obtained at the same time instant for the simplified model (either B or C) during the solution of the IS step and, as a consequence, they are different from the desired output y des (t k + ∆t).
Several reasons contribute to this difference: 1) the constraints on the output are exactly enforced during the IS step for the simpler model only; 2) the control action is propagated for just a fraction of the receding horizon T , so that the actual output is evaluated at a time t k+1 = t k + T ; and 3) the output variable increment required over the IS step for the simplified model, ∆y = ∆y des +∆y guid , includes the contribution ∆y guid generated by the guidance term required for limiting the drift between the two models, so that ∆y des = y des (t k +T )−y des (t k ) = ∆y .
Letting the actual increment achieved by Model B at time t F be defined as ∆ỹ =ỹ
, the inverse problem can be stated again in terms of a set of algebraic equations in the formF
Note that, as a further variation with respect to a standard IS method, a different definition of the algebraic system is adopted in this paper, where, rather than directly enforcing the constraints in terms of actual desired values for the tracked variables at time t F , their increments over the time interval T between t I and t F are required to be equal. The guidance term included in the definition of ∆y corrects the desired output variables increment by means of a term proportional to the error exhibited by the reference model at the end of the previous forward simulation step.
A simple linear guidance scheme is adopted, where
such that
The additional guidance term also enforces asymptotic convergence on the tracked variables when they achieve a constant value during steady-state flight segments (e.g. at the end of a manoeuvre).
For both partial and full state initialization techniques, fuselage states for the simplified model are always updated to their actual values achieved by Model A at the end of the forward simulation step, ∆t. Thus, it isg(x k ) = g(x k ), and it is possible to rearrange Eqs. (10) and (11) in the form
This formulation for the IS problem constraints allows one to highlight the following facts. For K = 0 the guidance term disappears and one simply requires that the increment of the actual output variables at the end of the whole inverse simulation step T = t F − t I equals the increment for the desired variation of y des over the same interval, without taking into account the initial error. In this case the error on the output slowly grows during the manoeuvre. If a value K = 1 is used, the second term between square brackets, multiplied by K − 1, disappears. The lower order model is thus required to exactly follow the desired variation with time of the output, that is, the IS scheme no longer works on the desired output increment. At the same time no information on the error on the tracked variables for the more complex model is available at the beginning of the IS step.
This causes the inverse solution to rapidly diverge. An intermediate value between 0 and 1 needs to be found which is suitable for the considered application. In this research a value of K = 0.3 was adopted throughout.
III. Results and Discussion
A. Test cases
The approach described in the previous section is demonstrated for a longitudinal and two lateral-directional manoeuvres, taken from the inverse simulation literature [1, 9, 23] This initial bias is removed when command displacements from trim is considered (Fig. 4) . In this case the variation of collective pitch is identical in the three cases. The inverse solution of
Mod. B shows more significant differences on the other command channels, namely A 1s , B 1s , and (Fig. 10.c ). This is due to the fact that a minor error on heading angle results as a consequence of differences between the two models used in the MPC-IS scheme. Nevertheless, the error drops rapidly back to zero during the final phase thanks to the Fig. 4 , respectively). These differences, discussed in detail in Ref. [23] , are related to the simplifying hypothesis assumed for the derivation of Model C.
The MPC-IS approach is again capable of evaluating a feasible command action that tracks well the desired trajectory, also when partial state initialization is adopted, as in the example shown. 
D. Computation effort
The computational burden necessary for the solution of an inverse problem depends on the solution scheme and on the complexity of the model. Table 3 presents the CPU times (in seconds)
for the solution of a hurdle-hop, slalom and lateral reposition manoeuvres, based on models written in Matlab and running on a 1.6 GHz CPU. Together with total CPU time, also a percentage of a reference CPU time is provided in Table 3 , using as a reference (100%) the time required for solving the IS problem by means of a conventional integration method applied to Model A. In all the solutions, a time step ∆t = 0.2 s and a receding horizon equal T = 0.6 s are used as a tradeoff CPU time grows quite obviously with the duration of the manoeuvre (20 s for the hurdle-hop, 16 s for the lateral reposition, and 13 s for the slalom), but it also depends on the complexity of the control task, where more challenging ones require more iterations for converging during critical flight phases. When comparing the time saved by using the MPC-IS approach, there is a 6% difference between the hurdle-hop and the slalom manoeuvre, where the advantage of using a lower order model is apparently greater for the hurdle-hop. This is due to the fact that the integration method based on Model A encounters difficulties in the convergence to an inverse solution during the descending portion of the manoeuvre. In the slalom manoeuvre, Model A always converges to the inverse solution in fewer iterations and, as a consequence, the computational time saved by using Models B or C is reduced.
The solution of the IS problem by means of an integration method based on Model B (see [23] for details) is approximately 3 time faster than the solution of the same problem based on Model A.
Using the MPC-IS approach the computational burden is almost identical, as the forward simulation performed with Model A requires a relatively small amount of CPU time, when it remains outside of the iterative process at the basis of the solution of the inverse problem. This confirms that a feasible and accurate inverse solution for Model A is evaluated at a cost only slightly higher than the significantly less accurate inverse solution based on the simplified model only.
When Model C is used, only marginal improvements in terms of computation time are achieved (in two of the three manoeuvres), compared with the MPC-IS solution based on Model B, in spite of the reduced number of states (12 instead of 19) and the simpler main rotor and fuselage aerodynamic models. This happens because 1) a computationally expensive iterative process is necessary at every simulation step for evaluating main and tail rotor inflow, and 2) the computational cost of the integration scheme remains high, in spite of the simplified model dynamics, because more iterations are required for converging to a solution for the IS step, when an initial condition obtained from a different, more complex model is used. In particular, in the lateral reposition manoeuvre, due to the desired trajectory which lies completely in the lateral plane, the absence of a 3-states inflow in Model C has a negative effect on the results obtained from the controls evaluated by the inverse simulation step. A longer computational time is required to converge to the solution, when the next step is initialised on the basis of the current state of Model A, featuring larger tracking errors and more significant differences in the rotor states between the two models. In this respect, the use of a minimum complexity helicopter model does not appear to be justified by the modest gain in terms of CPU time (if any).
IV. Conclusions
A novel approach to the solution of inverse simulation problems for helicopter manoeuvres based on a model predictive control scheme is proposed. The approach significantly reduces the computational cost required by the inverse simulation of a complex nonlinear helicopter model by using a lower-order model in the inverse simulation step. In this framework, the standard integration approach to the solution of the inverse simulation problem is modified introducing an update scheme for the initial conditions of the lower-order model at the end of the forward simulation step, performed on the more complex one, and a simple guidance law that avoids the build-up of errors while tracking the prescribed variation of the output variables.
The approach, tested on three manoeuvres used for the analysis of rotorcraft handling qualities, solves the considered inverse problems with good convergence characteristics, generating accurate trajectories that almost overlap the desired one. Time-histories for controls, state variables, and required power are very similar to those generated by a standard integration algorithm applied to the same problem, allowing for the determination of helicopter limiting performance on demanding manoeuvring tasks. When a minimum complexity helicopter model is employed, tracking performance is still adequate, but only a marginal gain in terms of computational time is obtained for two of the three test cases. MPC-IS using Model C in the IS step; ---IS for Model A; · · · IS for Model C).
